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Marketing Metrics: The Trends and 
Insights You Need to Set Better Goals 

and Drive Results
Presented By:

Ali Schwanke, CEO, Simple Strat

Agenda

• Why track metrics in your marketing efforts
• Common misconceptions
• Trends in marketing metrics and measurement
• Funnel-based approach
• Practical examples
• Q&A

On a scale of 1 to 10, how 
well does your organization 
utilize metrics in its 
marketing efforts?

1 10
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Why metrics?

• Help us connect our actions to outcomes
• Help us better understand our audience
• Help us make strategic decisions about priorities
• When done correctly, it helps tie tactics/initiatives together
• Points out when things go wrong

Without 
metrics, we 
lack context 
and focus.

Images credit: iStock

But it’s more 
than just 
measuring 
stuff.

Source: Marketoonist
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The success of metrics depend on:

• What you’re measuring and how that relates to the 
outcomes you desire

• Frequency of recording and review
• Method of analysis and interpretation
• Sharing and collaborating on the information

Trends
• Proving ROI is 

one of the 
biggest 
challenges

Source: HubSpot

Trends
• ROI a top concern, 

but so is 
converting 
contacts to leads. 

Source: HubSpot
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Common misconceptions
• More is not always better.

Source: Google

Common misconceptions
• Google Analytics is not the 

answer to whether you track 
your marketing efforts.

• Knowing what to compare it 
to is important.

Source: Google Analytics

Common misconceptions
• Leaving it to the “tools” to interpret the data based on their algorithms.

Source: LoseIt
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Common misconceptions
• Sales and marketing have 

separate metrics.
• There must be 

definitions for where 
sales and marketing 
share/pass on metrics.

Source: HubSpot

So what are other 
companies doing?

Source: GIPHY

B2B marketing categories:
• Lead metrics
• Revenue metrics
• Conversion metrics
• Engagement 

metrics

• Customer satisfaction
• Traffic metrics
• Brand metrics
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Helping you compartmentalize – using the food plate example.

Source: Myplate.gov

Brand

Lead

Traffic

Sales
Other

Let’s take a look 
at this through 
the lens of the 
sales and 
marketing funnel.

Source: Simple Strat

Funnel based approach

TOFU:
At the top, people are looking 
for answers, resources, 
education, research data, 
opinions, and insight.

Source: Simple Strat
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Funnel based approach

Awareness Metrics:
• Impressions
• Blog Subscribers
• Website visits
• Reach
• Views
• Likes/Fans
• Bounce rate

Source: Simple Strat

Awareness metrics example

Source: Google Analytics

Funnel based approach

MOFU:
In the middle, people are 
doing heavy research on 
solutions to solve the 
problem they’ve become 
aware of.

Source: Simple Strat
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Funnel based approach

Engagement or Lead Metrics:
• Engagement (tactic specific)
• Click Thru Rate (CTR)
• Cost Per Lead
• Cost Per Engagement
• Lead to Opportunity Conversion Rate
• Leads in Nurture Campaigns
• Website User Retention

Source: Simple Strat

Engagement metrics example

Source: Quiksprout

Funnel based approach

BOFU:
At the bottom, people are 
either comparing you to a 
competitor or doing nothing 
at all. They are figuring out 
exactly what it takes to 
become a customer.

Source: Simple Strat
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Funnel based approach

Sales Metrics:
• Demo requests
• Value of opportunities
• Win rate
• Free trials
• ROI
• Sales
• Customer acquisition cost

Source: Simple Strat

Sales metric example

20 sales 
qualified 

leads

50% of sales 
qualified leads 

become proposal

33% of those 
become customers

What really is your 
close rate?

Payment terms? 
Guarantee? Upsells?

Product splintering?
Not proposal ready?

Once they’re a customer….

Retention and Satisfaction Metrics:
• Referrals
• Upsells
• Lifetime value of a customer

What critical actions do you need 
to take in the first 10,30,60,90 
days to ensure this metric? Source: iStock
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That’s a lot of 
information. 
What now?

Source: GIPHY

It all starts with goals. 
What problem are you solving? 

Let’s first look at metrics from a 
campaign perspective.
• Campaign =

• How this might look in the funnel:
• TOFU: Visibility/PR stunts/viral content
• MOFU: Audience building/list building
• BOFU: Discount/sale driven

All geared at one outcome
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VS.

Source: Facebook, Lunarly; IKEA

VS.

Source: Facebook, Lunarly; Whole Foods

Example:
Generate leads for 
a new product.

Source: Simple Strat
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What problems or aspirations 
does your target audience 
have? How can you make them 
aware of possible solutions?  

How might they engage with 
you to explore the solution?

What would cause them to 
become a sales qualified lead 
or opportunity?

Source: Simple Strat

What This Might Look Like:

• Lag metric: 20 new customers
• Lead metrics:

• Impressions, Visits
• Engagement, 
• Subscribers, Downloads, or Sign Ups
• Marketing Qualified Leads & Sales Qualified Leads (what makes them qualified?)
• Opportunity value
• Sales/Customers

Have a benchmark/metric in each category:
• Lead metrics
• Revenue metrics
• Conversion metrics
• Engagement 

metrics

• Customer satisfaction
• Traffic metrics
• Brand metrics
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Example of a dashboard:

Source: Simple Strat

Putting metrics to work.

1. Apparel
2. Writing instruments
3. Sporting Goods
4. Leisure products
5. Travel accessories

Top categories of 
promotional items 
according to the PPAI:

If you just write a blog or video about this, 
you’re just going to be going for awareness! 

Taking it through the funnel

1. Become aware
2. Get engaged
3. Start a conversation
4. Prompted to take 

action toward a sale
5. Purchase

Source: Simple Strat
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Content series
Ads & PR
Quizzes
Tools

Research report
Comparison guide
Certifications
VIP program

Special pricing
Promo offers

Source: Simple Strat

Recap: Key Takeaways

• Know what you’re measuring and how that relates to the outcomes 
you desire

• Establish lag metrics and lead metrics
• Have metrics and benchmarks for marketing as a whole, as well as 

individual campaigns 

• Set a frequency and expectation for review and analysis. 
• Examine from different angles, and know context. 
• The trend (that’s here to stay) is testing and adjusting based on data.

Let’s connect and continue the conversation!

Ali Schwanke, CEO
Simple Strat

ali@simplestrat.com
402.369.1551
@alischwanke

www.simplestrat.com/ppai18
www.simplestrat.com/resources


